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Mighty Indigo Cling 
Technical Data Sheet 

AMBIENT TEMPERATURE LOW EFFORT CLEANER / DEGREASER 

 
BENEFITS 

 Deep cleaning with minimal effort on grout, tile, natural and fabricated stone, polished stone, and contains a 
biocide that KILLS and removes mold and mildew.  

 Environmentally friendly, no CFC’s  

 Excellent detergency and oil coupling 

 Non-Toxic, VOC compliant (less than 75 g/l) 

 Non-Flammable – Flash Point > 200 F  

 Low Odor, Non-hazardous, pH 10.5.  Biodegradable, COD=600 mg/gm 

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
DESCRIPTION: 
Indigo CLING is a slightly alkaline water solution of anionic 
oil splitting surfactants used in heavy-duty industrial 
applications primarily for ambient, low effort cleaning. Mighty 
Indigo is a high performance detergent with a high dispersive 
capacity, excellent wetting, superior detergency and unique 
coupling characteristics. 
 
Test application should be performed especially on painted 
surfaces. 

 
WARNINGS: Protect from freezing. May affect soundness 

of some paints. Skin contact should be minimized by 
wearing gloves, appropriate clothing, and eye protection.  
Protect all non-targeted adjacent surfaces, window glass, 
vehicles, aluminum, paint films and plant life. Remove 
overspray immediately with water. Use in a well-ventilated 
area.  

 
GENERAL USES: 
Household uses: Very effective on grout, tile, natural and 
fabricated stone, polished stone, and many, many other 
surfaces.  Will remove stubborn stains from surfaces 
especially grout and porous stone, even old set in stains. 
Light brushing with a stiff bristle brush may be necessary on 
certain stains and buildup.  Will remove grime, kitchen 
staining, food stains, greases and oils, and a wide variety of 
other organic compounds.  Mighty Indigo is safe on most 
surfaces but always test in an inconspicuous area to 
determine suitability. 

 
APPLICATION: 
Shake well. Use a low-pressure sprayer, brush or broom. 
Application temperature range 40-100ºF. Remove as much 

of stain buildup as possible. Apply sufficient material to 
thoroughly wet the surface. Allow to work on surface 5-15 
minutes depending on severity of stain. Use a stiff bristle 
brush or broom in circular motion on severe buildup. Rinse 
surface by hosing with water or with high pressure washer 
(low psi recommended). Mop rinsing is possible with a clean 
soap free mop and clean hot water. Cycle cleaning and 
rinsing may be necessary. 

 
WARRANTY: Neither manufacturer nor seller have any 

knowledge or control concerning the purchaser’s use of the 
product.  No expressed warranty is made by manufacturer or 
seller with respect to the results of any use of the product or 

container that the product comes in.  No implied warranties 
including, but not limited to, an implied warranty of 
merchantability or an implied warranty of fitness for a 
particular purpose are made with respect to the product. 
User shall rely on his or her own information and tests to be 
determine suitability of the product for the intended use and 
user assumes all risk and liability resulting from use of the 
product. Neither manufacturer nor seller assume any liability 
for personal injury, loss or damage resulting from the use of 
the product. We do not suggest or guarantee that any 
hazards listed herein are the only ones which may exist.  In 
event that the product shall prove defective, buyer’s 
exclusive remedy shall be that the seller or manufacturer 
shall, upon written request of buyer, replace any quantity of 
the product which is proven to be defective or shall, at its 
option, refund the purchase price of the product upon return 
of the product.  Manufacturer shall not be responsible for use 
of this product in a manner to infringe on any patent held by 
others.                                            
 

 


